In the postal sector of the Communication Workers Union it would be fair comment to say that the majority of the workforce is male. There are some exceptions to this but in the sector as a whole this is the case.

Does this mean that there is no place for women in the CWU? No, it most certainly does not.

Women have a right to have their views and issues raised at every level of the organisation, and they do, but we need more women to play an active role in the union to ensure that this continues to happen.

Involvement in the CWU is whatever you want it to be. Get involved!
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You will often hear Representatives in the CWU referring to the union position they hold and what their responsibilities are, however being active in the CWU does not mean that you have to hold a formal position if that is not what you want to do.

Being active means whatever you want it to be, for example, if there are a number of women in your office, unit, depot then you could set up a committee to discuss women’s issues and feed them in to the relevant Rep for action.

You could develop a CWU role in line with the rules of union and have a women’s representative to put forward the views of women at every opportunity within your branch.

The CWU is always looking for people to assist at all levels of the union; it could be as simple as putting up notices in your local office, unit, depot. Attending local CWU meetings, getting to know your Representatives and finding out what you can do to help out. Talk to other women in your workplace who are not members of the union and encourage them to join.

Being an active member offers the opportunity to meet other female members and officers who support the union.

Everyone who is involved with the CWU doesn’t come complete with an extensive knowledge of the union or indeed the business they work for. This is something which is developed over time by Education and Training courses or simply from just being interested. Taking advantage of Union Learning Courses can enable women to move on with their careers, develop new life skills or pursue a new interest.

Health and Safety: the CWU recognises that women face different health and safety issues and challenges, the Education and Training Department offers specific courses for women members and reps, to assist you in dealing with issues and campaigning to raise awareness.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL REP, BRANCH OR ORGANISER – WE WILL HELP YOU GET MORE INVOLVED IN A WAY THAT SUITS YOU.
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